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by circumstance,
of late, into thinking about writing.
I
Not the deathless-prose variety but
'VEBEEN PUSHED
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the business of putting words down
on paper. At first blush it hardly
seems possible that the modest implements involved would provide
much in the way of evidence of good
or bad design, but the subject is less
barren than one might suspect. The
stores have never been so full of new
and different writing tools, each with
its particular defects or virtues.
There are uncounted varieties of
ball-points, now offered with an entire spectrum of points, from extrafine (accountants, it says on the box)
to bold (waitresses and credit-card
holders). There are all the markers,
also from fine to jumbo, with felt
nibs or nylon; china markers; laundry

Parker
"Big Red"

Montblanc
Diplomat

Lamy

Osmiroid

Pentel

markers (indelible); and kid markunfamiliar kind of eighteenth-century
ers (nontoxic). Plus mechanical penelegance.
cils (one brand, Pen tel, has leads so
When I was in high school, more
thin you need tweezers to pick them
than a few years back, one of the
up) , the good old plain pencils (mostmost gratifying graduation presents,
ly hexagonal so they won't roll off if Father couldn't come through with
desk tops), carbon pencils, charcoal
the 1923 bright red Buick roadster,
pencils, and fountain pens. There are was the red-and-gold Parker, recently
also special types of pens, many of reissued for the nostalgia market as
them superlative for writing, like the "Big Red." It isn't a fountain pen
Rapidograph, which feeds its ink anymore, just a nylon-tip job with a
down through a fine tube with a wire replaceable cartridge. A comparison
inside that jiggles when you write, so between the two models provides an
the ink won't clog. The Osmiroid pen interesting commentary on the value,
(made in England, $3) comes with then and now, of five dollars. The
interchangeable nibs that offer a va- . original was made, I would guess,
riety of writing styles. I tried my out of a rod of some heavy plastic,
drilled and tapped, and it had a lot
illegible signature with one of their
italic pens, and it came out with an of gold plating on the nib and clip.
Big Red isn't in the same class at all,
George Nelson heads a design firm in New
York and is at work on a book about design.
although it is a perfectly good fine-

line marker. Automation and nearmiracles in the plastics industry are
not enough to match the quality a
crew of conscientious mechanics
could turn out back then.

I use a
typewriter. The typewriter in
my office is an electric, the Olivetti
Praxis, designed by an old friend,
Ettore Sottsass, Jr., who lives and
works mostly in Milan. It is a very
crisp little object, very Italian in its
clcgance and sophistication, and it
works admirably. In the country I
have a manual machine, the rugged
old Olivetti Studio, which kept me
contented for years, until I got used
to the electric.
Anyone who does a fair amount of
typing knows that switching back
and forth from a manual to an electric machine creates problems that
could easily lead to madness. Brush
a key with your finger and the electric will give you an unwanted character on the paper. The manual, given fingers accustomed to the electric's no-pressure typing, becomes
sheer labor, and the printing is all of
different weights, depending on how
hard each key is struck. The speed,
of course, is like trying to run in
childhood nightmares. John O'Hara,
who used to be a neighbor, had a
portable so old and beat-up that it
must have gone back to his earliest
newspaper days. Still, it banged out a
fantastic dollar volume of best sellers
that could have paid for IBM Selectries by the gross, but he loved it and
never switched, at least during the
years I knew him.
The relationship between a craftsman and his tools is always a very
personal thing. I remember a very
good photographer who remarked
that while he used a Leica, a massproduced article identical with all
other Leicas, his camera had a feel,
through years of use, that made
it different from all others. Use, in
other words, creates an almost organic linkage between implement and
user. There are many familiar
images: Sherlock Holmes and his
magnifying glass, Marshal Dillon
with his infallible
six-shooters,
the Japanese carpenter with his
plane. True, it is not that easy to
visualize the writer with his typewriter, possibly. because it doesn't
fit the hand. A fountain pen would
be a better symbol of the writer-tool
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relationship, but even this doesn't
work. Nothing has ever really replaced the image of the quill pen. I
suppose fountain pens are not sufficiently photogenic, and, anyway, they
are supposed to be obsolete.
Obsolescence is an odd process. In
a disposable-consuming society one
tends to assume that as soon as a better product comes out, the old one
becomes obsolete. But in reality it is
not quite that simple. Brooms were
supposedly made obsolete by carpet
sweepers and then vacuum cleaners;
bicycles were "replaced" by motor
vehicles. But these days the roads are
full of cars with rack-mounted tenspeed bikes on their roofs, and it
would be hard to find a household
without at least one broom.
What often happens as new designs proliferate is not obsolescence
but an increase in specialization.
This fact is sometimes used as social
criticism, the proposition being that
Americans are gadget crazy, but in
factories, which are not gadget happy at all, the same thing goes on. A
plant fully equipped with powerdriven screwdrivers will also have
the older hand models around, and
for good reason. When the original
Reynolds ball-point was inaugurated
with much fanfare at Gimbels in New
York about twenty-five years ago,
everybody rushed to buy (at an outrageous price), and predictions were
rife that the fountain pen had had it.
But things didn't work out that way.
The fountain pen simply moved from
the role of a near-universal writing
tool to that of a more specialized
device.
I discovered one of these roles on
a trip when I had some writing to do,
and the portable typewriter was just
too heavy and too bulky. So I bought
a large bottle of ink and stuck my
pen, a Montblanc Diplomat model,
in a pocket. The Montblanc is a giant
among pens, with a barrel almost a
half-inch thick, and my guess was
that it held enough ink to write the
first half of War and Peace. It wasn't
quite that good, for it dispensed ink
as generously as it took it in, but it
was okay. Anyone with a writing
chore and a deadline is always looking for some legitimate way to goof
off from time to time, and refueling
the pen, in this respect, was ideal.
Not only did the reservoir and nib
have to be washed out in water each
time but when the pen was finally
filled it had to be wiped carefull

with tissue, or your fingers would be
semi permanently stained. All this
took at least five minutes, and with
a little practice I was able to stretch
it to ten.
The great thing about being stuck
with a pen rather than a typewriter,
however, was not the fussing around:
it was the rediscovery of sensation, the feeling of a nib sliding
across paper and the pleasant
manipulation of the instrument so
that all strokes were full of ink and
not two thin parallel lines with a void
between. Then there was the fascinating interaction of pen and paper,
with one result on smooth paper and
a different feel and look on paper
with some tooth to it. What I am
trying to say is that stepping down
the technological scale, from modern
typewriter to the relatively primitive
pen, changed the act of writing from
an "operation" to an experience.
One of the most subtle dehumanizing things technology does is to eliminate experience. When I was a student, I went on a bicycle trip through
the hill towns of Italy, and most of
what I remember of the man-tool relationship was that I walked up a lot
of hills. Still, it was good for the appetite, sleeping was no problem, and
trying to beat a thunderstorm down a
ten-mile hill into Perugia late one afternoon was something to remember.
I don't think there would have been
that much to remember with a car.
As flying moved from open cockpits
to the closed fuselage and pressurized
cabins of high-altitude jets, experience diminished-which
is why they
can sell those inside seats in the
747 s: there is nothing to see if you
look out. Chevrolet has been suggesting that the best way to see America
is in one of their cars, but on the big
interstates you don't see America. I
am sure that the revivals of camping, hiking, bicycling, home-baked
bread, and the other do-it-yourself
activities have come about because
of a growing mass feeling of sensory
deprivation, and the feeling reflects a
very real and unpleasant reality,
which is that technology, except in
very carefully rationed doses, is not
really good for people.
I can see some astute reader pointing out that the big Montblanc is a
product of modern industry, and I
would not argue, but, compared to a
typewriter, it is not as impersonal,
probably because the engineering is
less sophisticated.
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because
one cannot resist their looks, and
O
as a designer I am especially vulnerNE ALSO BUYS PRODCCTS

able. The first really modern fountain
pen I ran across was the Lamy, a
West German pen introduced in the
U.S. a few years back. One is always
inclined to think, when dealing with
shapes and functions as simple as
those of a pen, that not many variations on the theme are possible, but
the Lamy stands out as having a very
different look. It is all black, not
shiny but matte, and the only visible
added element is an elegant clip of
what appears to be brushed stainless
steel. A very beautiful nothing, so to
speak, and I bought one in tribute to
its anonymous designer.
I used the pen and liked it, but
eventually I found that the designer
had succumbed to styling temptation
instead of respecting a functional
need: the finger grip tapers in such a
sleek way from the barrel to the nib
that I found my fingers were always
sliding down the taper. I still use the
Lamy from time to time just for the
tactile pleasure it gives, but that flaw
bothers me-so
handsome a tool
should have remembered that it is
first, after all, a tool. Or perhaps I
squeeze too hard; some good tools
find one kind of hand better than
another.
The next encounter I had with a
pen came as a gift. The Italians have
been proving, during the past decade, that if they are not the best industrial designers in the world, there
are none who are better, and Marco
Zanuso is one of the best of the Italians. The gift was his new Aurora
pen, produced by a manufacturer in
Italy, and it is at this writing one of
the half-dozen most elegant small industrial objects in existence.
Externally, the pen is a slim (about
pencil thickness) tube of stainless
steel, plugged at both ends with black
plastic. The cap, in some mysterious
way, does not slip over the barrelas is the case with the Lamy, the
Montblanc, and all the other pens I
have ever seen-but it ends up flush,
so that the closed pen is a smooth
tube with no visible taper. The clip
has a perky little fillip on the end,
and it slips into any pocket without
fuss. A finger grip of black plastic is
fluted, so there is no problem of a
positive grip for fingers. The nib
looks, in some odd way, like an old
steel pen's, and the writing quality is
superb. The only place I have seen

the Aurora in New York is at Georg
Jensen's, where it sells for $50. It is
so extraordinarily sleek and beautiful
that it actually looks the price.
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.f'. the Montblanc, there came another, also with some writing to do,
when I decided to slide down the
technological
scale another
few
notches. This time it was a handful
of Ebony pencils, Eberhard Faber's
#6325, Jet Black, Extra Smooth,
twenty cents at all good stores. I had
accidentally discovered that the feel
of the Ebony point on Goldenrod
paper was comparable to sipping
Dom Perignon for the first time, and
I wanted to spend a week swimming
in such inexpensive sensuous pleasure. It was great. And as a substitute for the ink-filling routine, if you
take one of the tiny brass pencil
sharpeners that art supply stores import from Germany, you can spend
even more time putting a perfect
point on that jet black extra smooth
lead. The reason for insisting on the
little brass pencil sharpener instead
of the more common aluminum one
is not quality: both use special razortype blades and work equally well.
It is the nice feel that comes with a
bit of added weight. Since the price
of either is under eighty-five cents,
this is no place to cut corners. There
is another thing to be said for writing with the Ebony: it is sheathed in
an aromatic wood, cedar I imagine,
and the fresh scent of the shavings
adds still another thrill for the hungry senses.
I don't want to drop the Ebony
pencil without noting that it is probably one of those real rarities, an absolutely perfect design. The shaft is
without incident or decoration, aside
from the necessary manufacturer's
information printed in white. The
grip is as good as a finger grip could
be: it fits and nothing slips around.
The fingers never touch the lead.
The point is instantly put into perfect condition with a cheap and simple tool. It never leaks, not even in
depressurized cabins,' and I imagine
it would write under water if it had
to. It is close to weightless, for all
practical purposes, and it functions
during its entire life without need for
supplies from the outside world. If
you lose the little sharpener, any
knife with an edge will do a perfectly good job. I am not suggesting that

all these estimable qualities are the
doing of Eberhard Faber, but merely
that the pencil is, from the most critical point of view, a genuinely classic
design.
The reason for my fix of Goldenrod paper (standard product, any
office supply store) is that it has exactly the right amount of tooth to
make the physical act of writing
sheer delight, and also because the
deep yellow-orange color makes it
easy to use in bright sunlight.
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HE MONTBLANC is different from
.the other pens in that it is not a
sophisticated modern design. In fact,
I suspect that it is not a modern design at all. It has a funny kind of
pudgy gold clip (which works just
fine), it is decorated with three separate sets of gold bands set into the
shiny black plastic cap and barrel,
and it looks rather like a fat black
cigar. The gold nib looks just like the
nih people have been putting on fountain pens for more than a generation,
and the finger grip has a rim on it
so that fingers will not slide down to
the nib and get stained. It is oldfashioned, for modern tastes, never a
candidate for museum recognition.
It is, in fact, nothing more than an
absolutely marvelous design for writing, and I hope it goes on forever,
like its guarantee. A couple of years
back I damaged the point while in
Vienna, found the company representative in an ancient loft, got a
complete new nib installed in half an
hour-and
an indignant lecture on
lifetime warranties when I attempted
to pay.
A couple of days ago some young
designer friends from Paris came by
for a visit. I had discarded my jacket
and had the Montblanc stuck in my
shirt pocket.
"Aha!" said one of them. "So you
own that fat old Montblanc too!"
There was nothing to do but admit
the fact, since there it was.
"Funny," he said, "not a single
designer we know would do a pen
like that." I agreed. We talked for a
bit about Zanuso's beautiful new
Aurora. "But we all own the Montblanc," he went on. "All the designers
I know own one. Funny, isn't it?"
It really wasn't funny at all. Why
shouldn't designers recognize a great
design when they see one? Even if
none of us could bring ourselves to
design anything quite so unstylish? 0

